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The rovibrational structure of the He2Cl2 van der Waals cluster in the X and B electronic states is
studied by means of full dimensional quantum-mechanical calculations. He2Cl2 is the smallest
cluster containing helium for which rotationally state-resolved data are available and for which the
effects of Bose statistics are important. The He2Cl2 wave functions exhibit quite large amplitude
motions, particularly for the He–He bending mode @associated with the angle formed between the
two He–~center of mass of Cl2) bonds#. The preferred geometry of the ground van der Waals state
is planar, with the He–He axis perpendicular to the Cl2 axis. It is shown that a reduced dimension
model for the He–He bending vibration together with a rigid structural model reproduces well the
low-lying energy levels of the complex and allows us to assign proper statistical weights to the
asymmetric top transitions of the B←X spectra. In particular, the symmetry under He exchange of
the rigid rotor levels is shown to depend on the He–He bending level. The observed excitation
spectra are successfully simulated using the proposed model. The effective rigid structure that best
reproduces the rotationally excited levels with a rigid rotor analysis is a distorted tetrahedron where
the He–He angle is approximately 130°. This difference from the 180° most probable configuration
is due to the complex dependence of the moments of inertia on the internal degrees of freedom for
such a floppy molecule. Therefore, structural information obtained from observed spectra of this or
similar clusters should be carefully analyzed to avoid reaching misleading conclusions.
Fragmentation rates for He2Cl2(B ,v510– 13) are, for the first time, extracted from experimental
data, confirming that the dissociation process is mainly sequential. © 2000 American Institute of
Physics. @S0021-9606~00!02141-3#I. INTRODUCTION
Since the laser excited fluorescence spectrum of HeI2
was first reported by Levy and co-workers,1 intense experi-
mental as well as theoretical work has been devoted to the
study of the spectroscopy and predissociation dynamics of
van der Waals clusters consisting of a halogen molecule and
several rare gas atoms. The most recent advances and current
frontiers in this field have been reviewed recently.2 Various
interesting aspects like coupled large amplitude vibrations,
pairwise interactions versus many-body effects, intramolecu-
lar vibrational redistribution, and the size evolution of static
and dynamic properties of these clusters have been studied
over the last several years. Also, recent experiments and the-
oretical simulations have started to explore the behavior of
molecules interacting with helium from the large cluster
limit.3,4 Among the attractive properties of large helium clus-
ters are a very low temperature, 0.4 K, and the very weak
interaction between the helium and the guest molecules.
These properties may make large helium clusters a nearly
ideal ‘‘matrix’’ for studying molecular structure and dynam-
ics of complex species. Concomitantly, studying the behav-7250021-9606/2000/113(17)/7252/16/$17.00
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
161.111.22.69 On: Wed, ior of guest molecules in the large helium clusters will give
new insight into the unusual properties of superfluidity in
mesoscopic systems. Among the results obtained so far are
the coupling of the electronic excitations of glyoxal to the
roton modes5 of the superfluid helium and the contrast be-
tween the rotational behavior of OCS in clusters of 4He and
3He.6 In 4He, OCS behaves as a free rotor, except that the
rotational constant is smaller than that of the free molecule.
In 3He, an unstructured spectrum is observed as though the
OCS rotation were completely quenched. 4He was gradually
added to 3He to determine that the coherent rotational motion
of OCS is restored upon the addition of 60 4He atoms. It is
interesting to note that the velocity of the oxygen atom in a
J54 rotating OCS molecule is of the order of 40 m/s, near
the critical velocity of superfluid helium. The change of the
rotational constant of a molecule upon insertion into the 4He
environment has been first interpreted as being due to the
‘‘rigid’’ attachment of several helium atoms ~of the non-
superfluid component! to the guest molecule,7–10 like a van
der Waals complex. The van der Waals complex was then
considered to be rotating freely in the superfluid environ-2 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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increase of the moment of inertia has been given, based on a
superfluid hydrodynamical model and assuming a spatially
inhomogeneous superfluid.11 We hope that our current study
of the interaction of helium with chlorine for the case of two
helium atoms may be a step toward bridging the gap between
the small cluster and the large cluster limit. Although we will
show that the two helium atoms are quite delocalized on a
‘‘ring’’ around the center of the Cl2 molecular axis, the
analysis of the spectrum of the molecule in terms of a rigid
structure is surprisingly effective.
Sands, Bieler, and Janda12 were the first to obtain rota-
tionally resolved spectra of a complex containing more than
one helium atom. The complex in its ground state (X ,v9) is
excited to a quasibound state correlating with the ~B, v! state
of Cl2. After several vibrational periods the cluster frag-
ments, leaving Cl2 in specific rovibrational states of the B
electronic state. Difficulties in the fit of the observed excita-
tion spectra by means of rigid rotor analysis were initially
attributed to extremely wide amplitude motions of the He
atoms within the cluster. Although not surprising, this result
contrasted with the remarkable success of simple structural
models on similar clusters with heavier rare gas atoms, like
Ne2Cl213 and Ar2Cl2.14 In a quantum Monte Carlo study15 of
the ground state of this cluster, it was indeed found that
He2Cl2 is an exceptionally fluxional van der Waals complex,
although the rare gas atoms tend to localize on a ring about
the diatomic due to the anisotropy of the He–Cl2 interaction.
Similar conclusions were reached by Garcı´a-Rizo et al.,16
where diffusion Monte Carlo calculations were performed
for calculating He2Cl2(B ,v) quasibound states of the excited
electronic state by means of a diabatic approximation. Vil-
larreal et al.,17 performed full dimensional variational calcu-
lations of He2Cl2 energy levels at zero total angular momen-
tum, J50. In addition to the mentioned structure of the
ground van der Waals state, they found that the first excited
van der Waals level, which is related to a bending motion
@associated with the pseudotriatomic He–~center of mass of
Cl2) –He bending angle#, has a frequency of the same order
of magnitude as the rotational constants of the whole system.
A large coupling between this vibrational mode and the ro-
tational modes would be the origin of the failure of the rigid
rotor model. McMahon and Whaley18 found, by means of
quantum Monte Carlo computations, that the ground-state
ring structure is preserved in the He6Cl2 cluster. More recent
calculations by Lewerenz19 show that He density begins to
grow above and below Cl2 for He8Cl2.
Herna´ndez and Halberstadt20 ~hereafter referred to as Pa-
per I! performed full dimensional quantum-mechanical cal-
culations of J>0 energy levels of He2Cl2 and excitation
spectra for the (B ,v58)←(X ,v950) transition. An excel-
lent agreement was found with the measured spectra of
Sands et al.12 The first excited van der Waals level (n51)
was found to lie ’0.5 cm21 above the ground van der Waals
state (n50), so transitions involving the former also con-
tribute to the spectra at typical temperatures ~’1 K!. Surpris-
ingly, although such a frequency is of the same order of
magnitude as the system rotational constants ~’0.1–0.2
cm21!, it was found that using a simple asymmetric toprticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
161.111.22.69 On: Wed, Hamiltonian ~where the rotational constants depend on the
vibrational state!, the full dimensional rotationally excited
states are reproduced quite accurately. The initial difficulties
for performing direct fits to measured spectra using rigid
rotor models were then explained as a combination of two
effects. First, the non-negligible contributions to the spectra
of the low-lying excited van der Waals states. More impor-
tantly, in order to assign statistical weights, the behavior of
the rigid rotor states under He or Cl permutations ~He and Cl
nuclear spins are zero and 3/2, respectively!, has to be deter-
mined, and it depends on the van der Waals He–He bending
level. This problem is crucial for He, as the antisymmetric
states have zero statistical weight, so half the rotational lev-
els are missing.
In this paper we perform a more detailed analysis of the
rovibrational structure of the He2Cl2 cluster. There are two
main goals of this work. First, to explore the relationship
between the averaged geometry of the cluster and the energy
level structure of the rotationally excited states, by comput-
ing wave function probability distributions as functions of
the internal degrees of freedom and expectation values of
rotational constants. A contradictory result that will be ex-
plained is that the rigid rotor analysis performed in Paper I
indicates that the ground-state molecular geometry is that of
a distorted tetrahedron with a He–He angle of about 135°,
while the analysis of the J50 wave function performed by
Villarreal et al.17 suggests that the cluster geometry is planar
~a He–He angle of 180°!. Second, we will provide a simple
procedure to effectively use the rigid rotor model as a tool to
extract structural and dynamical information from observed
spectra of this and similar complexes. We show here that by
combining the rigid rotor model with a reduced dimensional
model for the He–He bending mode, not only can the energy
levels be successfully reproduced, but also the behavior of
the rovibrational states under the permutation-inversion op-
erations is correctly predicted. The comparison with the ob-
served (B ,v58)←(X ,v950) spectrum using this simplified
model is found to be successful.
Sands et al.12 have measured the rotationally resolved
spectra of He2Cl2(B ,v) for v510– 13. Here, by fitting
model parameters to experimental data, homogeneous line-
widths @due to the fragmentation rates of the He2Cl2(B ,v)
quasibound states# are extracted for v510– 13. These are the
first experimentally based estimations of this dynamical in-
formation, since linewidths could not previously be obtained
from the data because the rigid rotor model provided a poor
fit. The He2Cl2 fragmentation dynamics is also an interesting
subject. Sands et al.12 obtained vibrational and rotational dis-
tributions of the Cl2 fragment and found that the loss of two
quanta dominates the predissociation dynamics of the com-
plex ~even though there is enough energy to leave the frag-
ment in the v21 state!. This suggests that the main fragmen-
tation pathway is sequential
He2Cl2→He1HeCl2→He1He1Cl2, ~1.1!
as the Cl2 must lose at least one quantum in each dissociation
step, the final fragment must be found in a vibrational state
v f<v22. This sequential character was recently used in a
theoretical study of the vibrational predissociation of He2Cl2ject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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classically, and the second one quantum mechanically.21 The
classical part of the simulation provided the state distribution
of the HeCl2 intermediate, which was used to average over
the final state distribution obtained in the quantum-
mechanical part. The resulting Cl2 rovibrational state distri-
butions were found in very good agreement with the experi-
mental ones.
However, Sands et al.12 also found a non-negligible
population corresponding to the v21 channel ~a population
of 8% was found for v58). This would involve a competing
direct fragmentation process
He2Cl2→He1He1Cl2. ~1.2!
Another possibility would be the formation of He2, but this
process appears to be very unlikely. Extraction of the decay
rates from the linewidths of the experimental data indicates
that the He2Cl2 rates are slightly larger than twice the HeCl2
~as initial parent molecule! dissociation rates, suggesting that
the process is mainly sequential but that either the departure
of the first He atom is somewhat affected by the second He
or that the direct process, Eq. ~1.2!, speeds up the overall rate
slightly.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II the full
dimensional quantum-mechanical treatment to obtain rovi-
brational states of the cluster is presented. Section III is di-
vided into four parts. First, the full dimensional J50 energy
levels and probability distributions are reported and are com-
pared with those obtained by a reduced dimension model for
the He–He bending. Second, the full dimensional J.0 en-
ergy levels and permutation-inversion symmetry labels are
given and compared with those corresponding to rigid rotor
models. Third, it is shown, using information from the re-
duced dimension He–He bending model, that the behavior of
the rigid rotor states under the permutation-inversion opera-
tors can be determined, so that statistical weights of spec-
trum transitions can be properly given. And fourth, this com-
bined model is used to fit the observed spectra and extract
lifetimes for the states. Finally, some concluding remarks are
given in Sec. IV.
II. THEORY
A. Potential energy surface
It is assumed that Cl–Cl, He–Cl2, and He–He interac-
tions contribute independently to the potential energy sur-
face. Potential energy functions for the He–Cl2 interaction in
electronic states X and B were taken from Ref. 22, where it is
shown that such functions describe very well scattering,
spectroscopy and vibrational predissociation data of the tri-
atomic complex. VCl–Cl(X ,B) interaction potentials were
taken from Ref. 23, where Rydberg–Klein–Rees ~RKR! po-
tentials are extracted from spectroscopic data. For the
He–He interaction ~which is assumed to be identical for both
electronic states X and B!, we used the semiempirical poten-
tial proposed by Aziz and Slaman in Ref. 24. This potential
is consistent with several types of experimental data and also
with ab initio calculations for the ground electronic state of
He2. In view of the excellent comparison with the measuredrticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
161.111.22.69 On: Wed, spectra achieved in Paper I, where the same potential energy
surface was used, we believe that this surface is useful for
calculating the He2Cl2. It should be noted that much work
has been devoted recently to construct improved He–Cl2 po-
tential energy surfaces based on ab initio points as well as
sophisticated multiproperty fits.25–29 These surfaces are simi-
lar around the perpendicular well and differ around the col-
linear configuration which is found to be a deeper potential
minimum ~for the X state! in the more accurate surfaces.
However, because of zero-point energy, the corresponding
quantum state is ca. 1.7 cm21 higher in energy than the per-
pendicular state.30
B. Full dimensional quantum-mechanical calculations
Valence coordinates are used to describe the nuclear mo-
tion of the He2Cl2 system. After separation of the center of
mass motion, the remaining nine degrees of freedom are
given by rI , the vector joining the two chlorine nuclei, and R1
and R2, the vectors pointing to the two helium atoms, having
their common origin in the center of mass of Cl2. These
coordinates are convenient due to the small ratio between the
helium and chlorine masses and the slight interaction be-
tween the two helium atoms. A body-fixed frame is chosen
so that its z component is along the rI vector. Thus, the polar
angles of rI , denoted as ur and fr , specify the orientation of
rI in the laboratory frame, while (u1 ,f1) and (u2 ,f2) de-
scribe the orientation of R1 and R2, respectively, with re-
spect to the body-fixed frame. Throughout the paper we will
refer to the present approach as full dimensional calculations.
The Schro¨dinger equation is written in these coordinates
as
F2 \22m ]2]r2 1 j22mr2 1VCl2~r !1 (i51,2 S 2 \22m ]2]Ri2 1 l i
2
2mRi
2
1VCl2–He~r ,Ri ,u i! D 1VHe–He~R1,R2!2 \22M Cl KR1R2G
3C~rI ,R1,R2!5EC~rI ,R1,R2!, ~2.1!
where the total wave function has been written as C8
5C/(rR1R2) and the reduced masses are m5M Cl/2 and m
5M HeM Cl2 /(M He1M Cl2!. In Eq. ~2.1!, jI , l1, and l2 are the
angular momenta associated with rI , R1, and R2, respec-
tively. KR1R2 is a crossing kinetic term, which is expected to
become important only when very high angular excitations
are involved.17 Since we are dealing with the lowest energy
levels, and taking into account the relatively high mass of
chlorine, this term has been neglected in the present treat-
ment. In addition, the Cl2 vibration is decoupled from the
other degrees of freedom, taking into account the large fre-
quency difference between such a mode and the van der
Waals modes. Within this ~diabatic! approximation, the total
wave function is given by
Cv
0~rI ,R1,R2!5xv~r !Cˆ v~ rˆ ,R1,R2!, ~2.2!ject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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tion of Cl2. The Schro¨dinger equation @Eq. ~2.1!# is premul-
tiplied by ^xvu and integration is performed on r, with the
result
F ev1 Bv j2\2 1 (i51,2 S 2 \22m ]2]Ri2 1 l i
2
2mRi
2 1VCl2–He
v ~Ri ,u i! D
1VHe–He~R1,R2!GCˆ v5ECˆ v, ~2.3!
where ev is the Cl2 vibrational energy, VCl2–He
v (Ri ,u i)
5^xvuVCl2–He(r ,Ri ,u i)uxv& , and Bv5^xvu\
2/(2mr2)uxv&.
The orthonormal basis set used to solve Eq. ~2.3! is given by
F~V1n1l1!~V2n2l2!
JMV ~ rˆ ,R1,R2!
5S 2J114p D
1/2
DMV
J* ~fr ,ur,0!c~V1n1l1!~R1!
3c~V2n2l2!~R2!, ~2.4!
with the condition
V11V25V . ~2.5!
In Eq. ~2.4!, DMV
J are Wigner functions depending on the
orientation of the rI vector, J is the quantum number associ-
ated with the total angular momentum JI 5 jI1l11l2, M and
V are quantum numbers associated with the projection of JI
on the laboratory Z axis and the body-fixed z axis, respec-
tively, and V1 and V2 are quantum numbers associated with
the projections of l1 and l2 on the body-fixed z axis. Finally,
c (V inil i)(Ri) is an eigenfunction of
HCl2–He
v 52
\2
2m
]2
]Ri
2 1
l i
2
2mRi
2 1VCl2–He
v ~Ri ,u i!. ~2.6!
As can be seen, we are employing a ‘‘configuration-
interaction’’ method,31 where the configurations are built as
products of the wave functions of HCl2–He
v
, which is the
Hamiltonian of HeCl2 except for the term ev1Bv j2. These
HeCl2 wave functions are expanded as
c~V inil i!~Ri!5(dili
cdili
~V inil i!fdi~Ri!Y liV i~u i ,f i!, ~2.7!
where Y liV i are spherical harmonics and fdi are harmonic
oscillator functions. Furthermore, l i is an index related to
the chlorine exchange symmetry. Since Cl2 is homonuclear,
the van der Waals potential is symmetric under the operation
u i→p2u i and therefore, c (V inil i)(Ri) are given as linear
combinations of spherical harmonics with l i even or odd.
Thus, l i indicates the parity of the l i’s. Finally, ni labels the
vibrational van der Waals excitation.
We have considered the following symmetry operations.
First, the inversion of all the nuclear coordinates (rI→
2rI ,R1→2R1,R2→2R2), second, the exchange of chlorine
atoms (rI→2rI ), and third, the exchange of helium atoms
(R1→R2,R2→R1). In Table I the effects of the correspond-rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
161.111.22.69 On: Wed, ing operators on the basis functions are summarized. Taking
into account the results given in that table, a new symmetry-
adapted basis set is built
Q~V1n1l1!~V2n2l2!
JMV¯ «kh
5N$F~V1n1l1!~V2n2l2!
JMV¯ 1«~21 !JF~2V1n1l1!~2V2n2l2!
JM2V¯
1kF~V2n2l2!~V1n1l1!
JMV¯
1k«~21 !JF~2V2n2l2!~2V1n1l1!
JM2V¯ %, ~2.8!
where N is a normalization factor and V¯ 5uVu. The func-
tions given by Eq. ~2.8! are eigenfunctions of the inversion,
helium exchange, and chlorine exchange operators, with ei-
genvalues «, k, and h5«l1l2 , respectively, their possible
values being 11 or 21. Equation ~2.3! is solved for each
value of J, for the eight symmetry blocks @all the combina-
tions of ~«, k, h!#.
C. Computational details
Triatomic wave functions @Eq. ~2.7!# were computed us-
ing an angular basis of 14 spherical harmonics and a radial
basis of 19 harmonic oscillator functions with an equilibrium
position Re55.5 Å and frequency v516 cm21. An equiva-
lent radial discrete variable representation ~DVR! basis ~ob-
tained by diagonalizing R in the harmonic oscillator basis!
was alternatively employed in order to compute matrix ele-
ments of the potential VCl2–He
v
. At each DVR point, the po-
tential was expanded in 40 Legendre polynomials depending
on the angle u i . The diagonalization of the Hamiltonian ma-
trix of Eq. ~2.6! was repeated for different values of V i
~ranging from 0 to 12! and for l i51 ~even l i’s! and l i
521 ~odd l i’s!. For each V i , only the lowest eigenstate
(ni50) was included in the expansion Eq. ~2.4!, except for
the blocks @V50,1,l i561# and @V52,l i511# , where
ni51,2 states were also included, and the blocks @V
53,4l i511# and @V52,3l i521# , where first excited
states (ni51) were also selected. In order to solve the tetra-
atomic eigenvalue problem, matrix elements of Bv j2 and
VHe–He are needed @the other terms in Eq. ~2.3! are diagonal
in the basis of Eq. ~2.4!#. The method used to compute the
matrix elements of VHe–He is very close to that described in
Ref. 17, the only difference coming from the use of the DVR
basis. For each combination of (R1 ,R2) DVR points, the
potential was expanded in a series of 60 Legendre polyno-
mials depending on cos g,g being the angle between the R1
and R2 vectors. The rest of the procedure, as well as the
computation of the matrix elements of Bv j2, was worked out
using angular momentum algebra.32 Values for rotational
constants were taken from Ref. 23: 0.243 25 cm21 and
TABLE I. Effect of the symmetry operators on a primitive basis function
F (V1n1l1)(V2n2l2)
JMV
.
Inversion (21)JF (2V1n1l1)(2V2n2l2)
JM2V
Cl–Cl exchange (21)Jl1l2F (2V1n1l1)(2V2n2l2)
JM2V
He–He exchange F (V2n2l2)(V1n1l1)
JMVject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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tively. For each electronic state, calculations were carried out
for total angular momentum J50,1,2,3. After several con-
vergence tests, we estimate that energy levels are converged
within 0.1 cm21. We have not attempted to increase the size
of the basis since the computation of expectation values and
probability distributions would become too expensive.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. J˜0 states: Full and reduced dimension
calculations
The lowest van der Waals energy levels at zero total
angular momentum for He2Cl2 in the vibronic states X(v
50) and B(v58) are presented in Table II. Note that the
second and fourth states of that table are antisymmetric un-
der He–He exchange. These states are forbidden or, in other
words, have zero statistical weight. The total wave function
must be symmetric under boson exchange, and since the spin
wave function is necessarily symmetric due to the zero spin
of 4He nuclei, the rovibrational wave function must always
be symmetric. In spite of this, we include the forbidden
states in our analysis since this is useful to understand the
level structure of the cluster.
Comparing the two sets of energy levels for the X and B
states, it can be seen that, although the dissociation energies
are rather different, the energy level structure is quite similar
in both electronic states. They present an antiharmonic level
structure, the energy differences between adjacent states be-
ing about 0.5, 0.9, and 1.5 cm21. This suggests that those
states are mainly associated with a vibrational He–He mode,
weakly coupled with van der Waals He–Cl2 modes. The
He–Cl2 modes present bending and stretching frequencies
which are higher by at least one order of magnitude, and
which differ in the X and B states owing to the different
He–Cl2 interaction potentials and the fact that the Cl2 bond
length is larger in the B state. In order to uncover the struc-
ture of such states, we have computed their probability den-
sities as functions of the internal coordinates, which are Ri ,
u i (i51,2) and the angle f2 , defined as a linear combina-
tion of f1 and f2
f25
f12f2
2 , 0<f2<p . ~3.1!
Thus, this angle is formed between the projections of the
vectors pointing from the center of mass of Cl2 to the He
TABLE II. Energy levels ~in cm21! for He2Cl2 for J50 in the indicated
vibronic states. «hk are the eigenvalues under coordinate inversion, Cl2
exchange, and He2 exchange, respectively. For the ground van der Waals
state (n50), the zero of energy is located at the dissociation limit
Cl2(X ,v50;B ,v58)1He1He, while the energies of the excited states are
referred to the n50 one.
«hk (X ,v50) (B ,v58)
En50 1 1 1 232.173 225.575
En512En50 2 2 2 0.532 0.481
En522En50 1 1 1 1.458 1.422
En532En50 2 2 2 3.057 2.895rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
161.111.22.69 On: Wed, atoms, onto the plane perpendicular to the Cl2 axis. The vi-
brational mode related to this angle is hereafter referred to as
the ‘‘He–He bending mode.’’ The f1 angle, defined as
f15
f11f2
2 , 0<f1<2p , ~3.2!
is the third Euler angle giving the orientation of the
molecule-fixed frame with respect to the space-fixed frame,
and thus describes an overall rotation of the system. Once the
wave functions are rewritten in these new coordinates, prob-
ability densities rn(Ri ,u i) (i51,2) and rn(f2) are obtained
by integration of the corresponding modulus of the wave
functions over all coordinates except those explicitly indi-
cated.
In the upper panel of Figs. 1 and 2, probability distribu-
tions rn(x5R1 cos(u1),y5R1 sin(u1)) are presented for the
ground state (J50,n50) of the (X ,v50) and (B ,v58)
vibronic states, respectively. The corresponding distributions
for the coordinates of the second He atom (R2 ,u2) are not
shown since they are identical. Although probability distri-
butions are quite broad, the He atoms lie on average in a ring
perpendicular to the Cl2 axis. For the sake of comparison, we
have computed the ground van der Waals state of the J50
triatomic HeCl2 complex by diagonalizing the Hamiltonian
matrix of HCl2–He
v @Eq. ~2.6!# 1ev1Bv j2. The corresponding
probability distributions as a function of (x5R cos(u), y
5R sin(u)) are shown in the lower panels of Figs. 1 and 2 for
(X ,v50) and (B ,v58), respectively. The distributions of
the tetra-atomic complex are clearly almost identical to the
corresponding distributions of the triatomic complex. Hence,
the weak He–He interaction scarcely affects the radial and
polar distribution of the He atom with respect to Cl2. More-
over, the computed triatomic energies are 216.134@(X ,v
50)# and 212.838@(B ,v58)# cm21. Doubling these values
FIG. 1. Contour plots of the probability density of the ground van der Waals
states of He2Cl2(X ,v50) ~upper panel! and HeCl2(X ,v50) ~lower panel!
as a function of x5R cos u and y5R sin u. Contours are shown at 1.2, 0.6,
0.3, 0.15, and 0.075.ject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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 This agives energies ~232.268 and 225.676 cm21 for the X and B
states, respectively! quite close to the corresponding tetra-
atomic ones ~232.173 and 225.575 cm21, see Table II!,
indicating that the effective contribution of the He–He inter-
action is almost negligible. This result was already pointed
out by Bacˇic´ et al.15 in their quantum Monte Carlo study on
the same cluster.
The excited state distributions rn(Ri51,2 ,u i51,2), n
51,2,3 of the tetratomic complex, are found to be almost
identical to those already presented for n50. Hence, the dif-
ferences in the n levels must appear in the rn(f2) probabil-
ity distributions ~depicting how the He atoms are distributed
over the ring perpendicular to the Cl–Cl axis!. These prob-
ability distributions are represented in Fig. 3 @for (X ,v50)#
and Fig. 4 @for (B ,v58)#. Note that they are quite similar in
the X and B states. It can be seen that the n51,2,3 states ~for
both the X and B electronic states! present clear nodal pat-
terns corresponding to excitations in the He–He bending
mode. Also, the ground-state distribution (n50) is quite
broad, as expected for a floppy mode. It is peaked at f2
5p/2, f12f25180°, which means that He atoms ‘‘pre-
fer’’ to locate at opposite ends of a vector through the Cl2
center of mass, perpendicular to the Cl–Cl axis. It is there-
fore predicted that the most probable geometry of the com-
plex is planar, in accordance with previous calculations
within a different treatment and slightly different potential
energy surfaces.17 This geometry substantially differs from
that proposed in Paper I (f22f15125° – 150°), obtained
by fitting the rotational energy levels with a rigid rotor
model. The origin of this apparent contradiction is discussed
in Sec. III B.
The good separation found between the modes associ-
ated with the (Ri ,u i) coordinates and the f2 bending mode
suggests that a reduced dimension model for that bending
mode should work well and, hopefully, give more insight
into the vibrational structure of the cluster. The basis for this
model is the diabatic separation between the higher fre-
FIG. 2. Same as Fig. 1 but for the (B ,v58) vibronic state.rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
161.111.22.69 On: Wed, quency He–Cl2 vibrational modes and the He–He vibration
and overall rotation: the He–He vibration is solved by using
a reduced-dimension Hamiltonian obtained by averaging the
full dimension Hamiltonian over all the other vibrational de-
grees of freedom in their ground, J50 state. The basis func-
tion of Eq. ~2.4! corresponding to J50, V50, M50, V1
5V250, n15n250, l15l251 is given by
F~001 !~001 !
000 5S 14p D
1/2
D00
0*c~001 !c~001 ! . ~3.3!
Note that this function does not depend on fr ,ur ~since
D00
0*51), nor on f i51,2 , since, taking into account that a
spherical harmonic can be written as Y liV i(u i ,f i)
5(2p)21/2Q l iV i(u i)exp(iVi fi),
32 and that V i50, the corre-
sponding triatomic configurations, are given by
c~001 !~Ri!5~2p!21/2(
dili
cdili
~001 !fdi~Ri!Q l i,0~u i!. ~3.4!
The total wave function is then written by means of a diaba-
tic separation of (Ri ,u i) and f i coordinates
Cˆ 52pF~001 !~001 !
000 F~f1 ,f2!. ~3.5!
FIG. 3. ~a! Probability density as a function of f2 ~in deg!, for the ground
van der Waals state of He2Cl2(X ,v50), n50; ~b! Same for the first excited
van der Waals state, n51; ~c! n52; ~d! n53.ject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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 This aInserting this wave function in Eq. ~2.3!, multiplying it by
2pF (001)(001)
000
, and integrating over all coordinates except
f i51,2 , we obtain the Schro¨dinger equation for the reduced
dimension model
Fev1Bv^ j2&12«0011 K 2\22mR2L F ]2]f12 1 ]
2
]f2
2G
1^VHe–He~f1 ,f2!&GF5EF , ~3.6!
where e001 is the energy of the triatomic configuration
(c (001)) and ^A&54p2^F (001)(001)000 uAuF (001)(001)000 &. To ob-
tain Eq. ~3.6!, note that ^2\2/2mR1
2&5^2\2/2mR2
2&, and
the subscript of R has been dropped.
To solve Eq. ~3.6!, we consider a basis set adapted with
respect to the He exchange symmetry
FV1V2k5
1
2p
1
@2~11dV1 ,V2!#1/2
3@eiV1f1eiV2f21keiV2f1eiV1f2# . ~3.7!
The f1 ,f2 coordinates are transformed into f1 and
f2 , previously defined in Eqs. ~3.1! and ~3.2!, taking into
account that the Jacobian of that transformation is 2. The
resulting Schro¨dinger equation is
FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 3 but for the (B ,v58) vibronic state.rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
161.111.22.69 On: Wed, Fev1Bv^ j2&12«0011 K 2\24mR2L F ]2]f12 1 ]
2
]f2
2 G
1^VHe–He~2f2!&GF5EF . ~3.8!
The symmetry-adapted basis functions are written in these
coordinates as
FVvk8 5
eiVf1
~2p!1/2
1
@p~11dv ,0!#1/2
cos~vf2! for k511,
~3.9!
FVvk8 5
eVf1
~2p!1/2
1
p
sin~vf2! for k521, ~3.10!
where
V5V11V2 , ~3.11!
v5V12V2 , ~3.12!
and where v50 is not included in the basis for k521.
Examination of Eq. ~3.6! shows that overall rotation and the
bending vibration are decoupled within this model. There
remains, however, an interesting relationship through the ba-
sis set functions, which will be discussed later in connection
with the rotationally excited states ~Sec. III C!. It should be
noted that a similar reduced dimension model was proposed
in Ref. 17, where the neglected degrees of freedom were
frozen ~instead of averaged! and the relationship between
overall rotation and vibration was not explored.
Results of the calculations performed with the reduced
dimension model are presented in Table III. To compare on
an equal footing with the full dimensional calculations, the
basis functions of Eqs. ~3.9! and ~3.10! were restricted to
V15V250 – 12 ~the converged energy levels differ only by
about 0.02 cm21!. The model reproduces the ground van der
Waals state energy to within 0.23 cm21 for the (B ,v58)
state, and to within 0.44 cm21 for the (X ,v50) state. This is
due to the role of excited triatomic configurations ~accounted
for in the full dimensional calculation and not in the reduced
dimension model!, which are relatively more important for
the X state than for the B state @note that the HeCl2(X) van
der Waals bending frequency is smaller than the HeCl2(B)
one#. For the excited levels (n51 – 3), reduced and full di-
mensional energies ~referred to as the n50 one! compare
very well. Moreover, the reduced dimension model is able to
TABLE III. Results of the reduced dimension model for the He–He bending
angle. Except for the effective He–Cl2 distance (Reff5A1/^R22&), which is
given in Å, all values are given in cm21. Reduced dimension energy levels
can be directly compared with the full dimensional calculation of Table II.
(X ,v50) (B ,v58)
Reff 3.911 3.993
^Bv j2& 2.123 1.559
«001 217.001 213.522
En50 231.728 225.343
En512En50 0.540 0.513
En522En50 1.521 1.435
En532En50 2.963 2.804ject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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 This agive larger bending excited energies for the X state than for
the B state, in agreement with the full dimensional calcula-
tions.
In Fig. 5 we present the effective He–He potential
^VHe–He(2f2)& for (B ,v58). In this figure, we also show
the probability densities of the four lowest states, together
with the eigenenergies of the kinetic plus potential energy
operators in Eq. ~3.8!, that is, «n5En2@ev1Bv^ j2&
12«001# . Although the details of the effective potential
quantitatively affect the structure of the calculated probabil-
ity densities, they are qualitatively those of a ‘‘particle-in-a-
box’’ Hamiltonian. Probability distributions are quite similar
to the full dimensional ones ~Fig. 4!, although the detailed
structure is not reproduced by the reduced dimension calcu-
lation, particularly for levels n50,1. The effective He–He
potential is useful to understand the origin of the probability
distributions. It exhibits very repulsive walls at about f2
520° and 160° and shallow and narrow wells at about 23°
and 157°, and is very flat otherwise. It is interesting to men-
tion that the nonaveraged He–He potential VHe–He(R15R2
5Reff ,u15u25p/2,2f2) is similar to ^VHe–He(2f2)&, al-
though the wells are considerably wider and deeper ~the well
depth is ca. 7.6 cm21!. Thus, the procedure of averaging the
He–He potential on the triatomic configurations enlarges the
energy of the He–He interaction. For such shallow wells the
ground-state level is above the barrier between the two wells
(«n5050.152 cm21), and therefore the corresponding wave
function is peaked at f2590°. A deeper effective potential
would yield a lower ground-state energy and the correspond-
ing probability distribution would exhibit two symmetric
peaks, one on each side of f2590°. In light of the reduced
dimension model, we can say that, due to the effect of kinetic
energy, the calculated full dimensional f2 probability distri-
FIG. 5. Effective He–He potential ~in cm21! as function of f2 ~in degrees!
within the reduced dimension model for He2Cl2(B ,v58), together with the
resulting energy levels and eigenstate probability densities.rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
161.111.22.69 On: Wed, butions for the X and B states @Figs. 3~a! and 4~a!# suggest a
‘‘repulsive’’ He–He interaction within the cluster, causing
the preferred cluster geometry to be that for which the He
atoms are furthest from each other (f2590°, f12f2
5180°).
B. JÌ0 states: Full dimensional and rigid rotor
model calculations
In Paper I it was reported that the lowest He2Cl2 rovi-
brational energy levels ~those that are experimentally
probed! can be arranged in two rotational series, correspond-
ing to the ground (n50) and first excited (n51) van der
Waals states, and that, within each series, rotationally excited
levels could be reproduced by means of a rigid rotor model.
Here, we test the validity of the rigid rotor approximation in
greater detail.
Energies of the rotationally excited states obtained in the
full dimensional calculation are reported in Tables IV–VII,
for the (X ,v50,n50), (X ,v50,n51), (B ,v58,n50), and
(B ,v58,n51) vibronic states, respectively. The zero of en-
ergy for each rotational series is the corresponding van der
Waals level previously shown in Table II. From the full di-
mensional J51 energy levels we have extracted ‘‘effective’’
rotational constants, Aeff , Beff , Ceff(Aeff.Beff.Ceff), such
that the full dimensional energies are exactly Beff1Ceff ,
Aeff1Ceff , Aeff1Beff ~the J51 roots of the asymmetric top
Hamiltonian32!. The reason for this choice is that, as will be
seen later in the discussion, the averaged rotational constants
did not give a good fit to the energy levels. However, the
energy levels were found in Paper I to follow a rigid rotor
pattern. The most direct way to obtain effective rotational
constants and check the validity of the rigid rotor model was
then to use the energy difference between J51 and J50
levels. The effective rotational constants obtained in this way
are given in Table VIII, for the four states under consider-
ation. Since this rigid rotor model perfectly reproduces the
J51 energy levels by construction, one must test this ap-
proach by comparing the rigid rotor and full dimensional
energy levels for J.1. This is done in Tables IV–VII. It can
be seen that this model successfully reproduces the full di-
mensional J52,3 energies, particularly for the upper elec-
tronic state. It is surprising that such a simple model works
so well for this system where large amplitude motions occur
and the frequency of the He–He vibration is of the same
order of magnitude as those for rotational motion.
A second approach consists of calculating averaged ro-
tational constants, and comparing them with the ones used in
the rigid rotor model. We define a body-fixed frame ~xyz!
having its origin in the center of mass of Cl2 ~which coin-
cides with the expectation value of the center of mass of the
total system!, and oriented so that the z axis is parallel to the
Cl2 axis and the x axis bisects the angle between the projec-
tions of the R1 and R2 vectors in the plane perpendicular to
the Cl2 axis containing its center of mass. This is a principal
axis frame; the expectation values of the products of inertia
(Ixy ,Ixz ,Iyz) are zero. With this choice, a rigid rotor Hamil-
tonian can be written as
Hrr5XJX
2 1YJY
2 1ZJZ
2
, ~3.13!ject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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 This article is copyrighted aTABLE IV. Rotational series of He2Cl2(X ,v50,n50). Energies are in cm21. The zero for energies is the J
50 energy. Full dimensional results are compared with rigid rotor ~RR! energy levels from an asymmetric top
Hamiltonian ~a! using effective rotational constants ~such that the full dimensional J51 energies are repro-
duced!, and ~b! using rotational constants averaged over the J50 full dimensional wave functions. See the text
for more details.
RR model
Full dimensional ~Effective rot. cons.! ~Averaged rot. cons.!
J «hk E Sym E E C2xC2yC2z
0 1 1 1 0 A 0 0 1 1 1
1 2 1 2 0.27 Ba 0.27 0.25 2 1 2
2 2 1 0.33 Bb 0.33 0.27 2 2 1
1 2 2 0.37 Bc 0.37 0.32 1 2 2
2 1 1 1 0.79 A 0.80 0.72 1 1 1
1 2 2 0.82 Bc 0.83 0.73 1 2 2
2 2 1 0.95 Bb 0.96 0.86 2 2 1
2 1 2 1.10 Ba 1.13 0.93 2 1 2
1 1 1 1.11 A 1.14 0.96 1 1 1
3 2 1 2 1.52 Ba 1.56 1.39 2 1 2
2 2 1 1.53 Bb 1.57 1.39 2 2 1
1 2 2 1.79 Bc 1.83 1.64 1 2 2
1 1 1 1.91 A 1.95 1.68 1 1 1
2 1 2 1.96 Ba 2.02 1.78 2 1 2
2 2 1 2.16 Bb 2.34 1.92 2 2 1
1 2 2 2.16 Bc 2.35 1.93 1 2 2where the rotational constants are the expectation values
P5^C~J50 !u
\2
2Ipp
uC~J50 !&, ~3.14!
where P5X ,Y ,Z and Ipp(pp5xx ,yy ,zz) are the principal
moments of inertia. Once the Cartesian coordinates giving
the position of each nucleus in the body-fixed frame are re-
lated to Ri , u i , (i51,2), f2 , and r, the moments of inertia
are readily given as functions of the internal coordinates. Thes indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
161.111.22.69 On: Wed, six-dimensional integral involved in Eq. ~3.14! was per-
formed using Gauss–Legendre points for the angular coordi-
nates and equally spaced grids for the radial coordinates.
Averaged and effective rotational constants are com-
pared in Table VIII. It can be seen that the average values
follow qualitatively the same trend as the effective ones, but
are about 10% smaller, except for the (X ,n51)A constant,
where ^A& is slightly larger than Aeff . As a consequence, the
resulting rigid rotor energy levels, also reported in TablesTABLE V. Same as Table IV for He2Cl2(X ,v50,n51).
RR model
Full dimensional ~Effective rot. cons.! ~Averaged rot. cons.!
J «hk E Sym E E C2xC2yC2z
0 2 2 2 0 A 0 0 1 1 1
1 1 1 2 0.28 Ba 0.28 0.26 2 2 1
1 2 1 0.28 Bb 0.28 0.27 2 1 2
2 1 1 0.29 Bc 0.29 0.29 1 2 2
2 2 2 2 0.84 A 0.84 0.76 1 1 1
2 1 1 0.84 Bc 0.84 0.77 1 2 2
1 2 1 0.87 Bb 0.86 0.82 2 1 2
1 1 2 0.89 Ba 0.86 0.85 2 2 1
2 2 2 0.90 A 0.87 0.86 1 1 1
3 1 1 2 1.67 Ba 1.68 1.51 2 2 1
1 2 1 1.67 Bb 1.68 1.51 2 1 2
2 1 1 1.74 Bc 1.71 1.61 1 2 2
2 2 2 1.74 A 1.71 1.63 1 1 1
1 1 2 1.77 Ba 1.73 1.67 2 2 1
1 2 1 1.82 Bb 1.73 1.74 2 1 2
2 1 1 1.82 Bc 1.73 1.74 1 2 2ject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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RR model
Full dimensional ~Effective rot. cons.! ~Averaged rot. cons.!
J ehk E Sym E E C2xC2yC2z
0 1 1 1 0. A 0 0 1 1 1
1 2 2 1 0.21 Ba 0.21 0.18 2 2 1
2 1 2 0.23 Bb 0.23 0.21 2 1 2
1 2 2 0.27 Bc 0.27 0.25 1 2 2
2 1 1 1 0.59 A 0.59 0.53 1 1 1
1 2 2 0.59 Bc 0.60 0.54 1 2 2
2 1 2 0.72 Bb 0.73 0.65 2 1 2
2 2 1 0.79 Ba 0.78 0.73 2 2 1
1 1 1 0.81 A 0.81 0.75 1 1 1
3 2 2 1 1.13 Ba 1.13 1.03 2 2 1
2 1 2 1.13 Bb 1.13 1.03 2 1 2
1 2 2 1.37 Bc 1.38 1.24 1 2 2
1 1 1 1.40 A 1.40 1.28 1 1 1
2 2 1 1.48 Ba 1.51 1.36 2 2 1
2 1 2 1.62 Bb 1.62 1.52 2 1 2
1 2 2 1.62 Bc 1.63 1.52 1 2 2IV–VII, are consistently lower than the full dimensional
ones. Nevertheless, the energy level structure is correctly
predicted. Moreover, full dimensional and rigid rotor states
are well correlated regarding symmetry properties. If one
considers that the rigid structure of the cluster consists of
both He atoms lying on a ring perpendicular to the Cl2 clus-
ter ~a reasonable assumption in view of the J50 probability
distributions!, and with the help of Fig. 6, it is seen that the
relationship between the twofold rotations C2
x
, C2
y
, and C2
z
~rigid rotor symmetry operations! and the permutation-
inversion operations P« , Ph , and Pk ~full dimensional op-
erations! iss indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
161.111.22.69 On: Wed, C2
x5PhPk , ~3.15!
C2
y5P«Pk , ~3.16!
C2
z 5P«Ph . ~3.17!
It is found that, for every state of Tables IV–VII, eigenval-
ues of the full dimensional and rigid rotor symmetry opera-
tors are exactly related as given above. Therefore, this sec-
ond rigid structural model, although not giving a quantitative
agreement regarding energy levels, provides the correct sym-
metry properties of the full dimensional states.TABLE VII. Same as Table IV for He2Cl2(B ,v58,n51).
RR model
Full dimensional ~Effective rot. cons.! ~Averaged rot. cons.!
J «hk E Sym E E C2xC2yC2z
0 2 2 2 0. A 0 0 1 1 1
1 1 1 2 0.19 Ba 0.19 0.18 2 2 1
1 2 1 0.24 Bb 0.24 0.22 2 1 2
2 1 1 0.25 Bc 0.25 0.23 1 2 2
2 2 2 2 0.58 A 0.58 0.53 1 1 1
2 1 1 0.62 Bc 0.62 0.57 1 2 2
1 2 1 0.65 Bb 0.65 0.60 2 1 2
1 1 2 0.79 Ba 0.80 0.74 2 2 1
2 2 2 0.79 A 0.80 0.74 1 1 1
3 1 1 2 1.16 Ba 1.16 1.06 2 2 1
1 2 1 1.19 Bb 1.19 1.09 2 1 2
2 1 1 1.24 Bc 1.24 1.15 1 2 2
2 2 2 1.36 A 1.38 1.27 1 1 1
1 1 2 1.36 Ba 1.38 1.28 2 2 1
1 2 1 1.61 Bb 1.65 1.52 2 1 2
2 1 1 1.61 Bc 1.65 1.52 1 2 2ject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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 This aTo investigate the discrepancies between the averaged
and the effective rotational constants, we first checked that
the internal coordinate probability distributions for the J
51 states are almost identical to those found for the J50
states. Thus, the discrepancy cannot be attributed to a varia-
tion of the ‘‘averaged geometry’’ with total angular momen-
tum. We have also carried out many convergence tests to
conclude that such a 10% difference cannot be due to a nu-
merical error. The reason that this second rigid rotor model
does not work as well as the ‘‘empirical’’ one is probably
due to the body-fixed axis frame, which does not optimize
the separation between vibration and rotation. For this floppy
system, a better procedure would be to define new inertial
axes satisfying the Eckart conditions,33 and to calculate av-
erage rotational constants with respect to the new body-fixed
frame. Such Eckart-averaged rotational constants should
compare better with the effective ones. Derivation of Eckart
TABLE VIII. Effective rotational constants (Aeff ,Beff ,Ceff) and averaged
ones (Aav ,Bav ,Cav) ~obtained by averaging over the J50 vibrational wave
functions!, for different He2Cl2 vibronic states. The principal axes associ-
ated with the averaged rotational constants are indicated in parentheses ~the
molecular fixed frame used is that depicted in Fig. 6!.
(X ,v50) (B ,v58)
n50 n51 n50 n51
Aeff 0.214 0.145 0.144 0.151
Aav 0.171~y! 0.149~z! 0.133~z! 0.133~z!
Beff 0.159 0.145 0.126 0.102
Bav 0.146~z! 0.138~y! 0.109~y! 0.093~y!
Ceff 0.115 0.139 0.082 0.093
Cav 0.103~x! 0.121~x! 0.075~x! 0.085~x!
FIG. 6. Effect of the permutation-inversion operators and rigid rotor twofold
rotations on He2Cl2, assuming that both rare gas atoms lie on a plane ~the xy
plane! perpendicular to the Cl2 axis ~the z axis! and that the He–Cl2 dis-
tances are equal for both He atoms. It can be seen that rigid rotor operations
are related to the permutation-inversion operations as follows: C2x5PhPk ,
C2
y5P«Pk , C2
z 5P«Ph .rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
161.111.22.69 On: Wed, molecule fixed axes in terms of internal coordinates different
from the traditional normal coordinates has been discussed,
for example, by Ernesti and Hutson for the Ar–CO2 van der
Waals molecule34 and more recently in a series of papers by
Wei and Carrington.35 We have not attempted, however, to
perform this task here. Nevertheless, the fact that the present
averaged rotational constants give at least a zero-order ap-
proximation of the effective ones and that the symmetry
properties of the full dimensional states are well predicted
leads one to assume that the optimized Eckart frame
(x8y8z8) must not be too different from the ~xyz! frame used
here ~that is, the angle between x and x8 axes should be
small, etc.!.
Our next goal is to relate the effective rotational con-
stants to geometrical structures of the complex, by compar-
ing them with rotational constants obtained from hypotheti-
cal geometries of the system ~‘‘geometrical’’ rotational
constants!. The geometrical rotational constants are com-
puted with respect to the nonoptimized ~xyz! frame, expect-
ing that this approximation does not change the qualitative
conclusions. Again, it is assumed that both He atoms lie on a
ring perpendicular to the Cl2 axis. The effective Cl–Cl dis-
tance reff is such that Bv5\2/(2mreff)2. The remaining pa-
rameters ~the He–Cl2 distance, R, and the He–He angle,
2f2) are varied to reproduce the values of the effective
rotational constants. The result for (B ,v58) is shown in Fig.
7, where the X, Y, Z geometrical constants for R53.85 Å are
displayed as functions of f2 . It can be seen that for f2
’65° and 47°, the resulting rotational constants agree with
the effective ones for n50 and n51, respectively. These
geometries correspond to those suggested by us as the aver-
FIG. 7. Rotational constants ~X, Y, Z! for the assumed rigid geometry of
He2Cl2 displayed in Fig. 6, and with respect to the molecular axes also
depicted in that figure. The Cl2 internuclear distance is r52.644 Å ~the
effective distance such as \/2mr2 equals the (B ,v58) Cl2 rotational con-
stants!. The He–Cl2 distance ~equal for both He atoms! is 3.85 Å. Such
geometrical rotational constants are presented as functions of f2 , where
2f2 is the He–He angle. Also shown are the effective rotational constants
for (B ,v58,n50) and (B ,v58,n51) states. It can be seen that the geo-
metrical constants are close to the effective ones for f2’65° and 47°, for
n50 and n51, respectively.ject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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 This aaged cluster geometries in Ref. 20. Indeed, for n51, the
averaged geometry ~as expected from the J50 probability
distributions! matches the optimal pointwise geometry @see
in Fig. 4~b! the f2 distribution peaked at ’50°#. This is,
however, not the case for n50, because f2’90° @the aver-
age value of Fig. 4~a!# would lead to rotational constants
quite different from the effective ones ~see Fig. 6!. From our
calculation of averaged rotational constants, we believe that
this difference is due to the broad probability distribution in
f2 and the complex dependence of the moments of inertia
with this degree of freedom, so that (\2/2)
3^C(f2)uIpp21uC(f2)& is quite different from
(\2/2)Ipp21(f590°). It is well known that rotational param-
eters obtained from spectroscopic data for semirigid mol-
ecules do not give direct information on the equilibrium po-
sitions of the potential energy surface, but rather on the
averaged molecular geometry.36 The present result shows
that for a very floppy system, geometrical inferences from
moments of inertia can be quite misleading without reference
to a model specifically developed for the molecule under
study.
C. Combining the rigid rotor model and the one-
dimensional model for the He–He bending: Assigning
permutation-inversion labels to rigid rotor states
As reported in the preceding paragraphs, the rovibra-
tional structure of the lowest energy levels of He2Cl2(X ,v
50) and (B ,v58) can be satisfactorily reproduced by
means of a reduced dimension model for the He–He bending
together with a rigid structural model for the rotationally
excited states. The combined use of these models is a useful
and inexpensive tool to predict the excitation spectra for
floppy tetra-atomic clusters, and extract structural and dy-
namical information from fits to measured spectra. However,
a remaining question is whether this simplified approach can
predict the behavior of the states under permutation-
inversion operations. Such an information is essential to as-
sign proper statistical weights to the transitions involved in
an excitation spectrum. In view of Eqs. ~3.15!, ~3.16!, and
~3.17!, it might appear that the eigenvalues of the
permutation-inversion operators can be extracted from the
behavior of the rigid rotor states under the twofold rotations,
given by the eigenvalues of C2
x
, C2
y and C2
z
. However, since
C2
x5C2
yC2
z
, C2
y5C2
z C2
x
, and C2
z 5C2
xC2
y
, Eqs. ~3.15!, ~3.16!,
and ~3.17! are not linearly independent: the rigid rotor model
alone is unable to predict the behavior of asymmetric top
states under the permutation-inversion operators, and an un-
ambiguous assignment of eigenvalues is not possible. It is
necessary to include further information on the vibrational
degrees of freedom and their relationship to the rotational
degrees of freedom.
The reduced dimension model of Sec. III A is in fact a
two-degree-of-freedom model for the He–He bending and
overall rotation about the Cl2 axis. Although these modes are
decoupled in the model Hamiltonian, the symmetry-adapted
basis functions @Eqs. ~3.9! and ~3.10!# are closely related by
means of their quantum number V and v. They are deter-
mined by the sum and the difference, respectively, of V1 and
V2 @Eqs. ~3.11! and ~3.12!#. Since the latter are integer num-rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
161.111.22.69 On: Wed, bers, V and v are integers with the same parity. Let us sup-
pose, for instance, that k511 ~the He–He exchange eigen-
value! and V is even. Then, the vibrational wave function
will be expressed as a linear combination of cos(vf2) with
v even, and it will exhibit a maximum or a minimum at
f25p/2. Thus, it will represent a vibrational state with n
even. Working out the other combinations of k and V, the
following relationship is obtained:
k5~21 !n~21 !V. ~3.18!
The quantum number V is the projection of the total angular
momentum onto the Cl–Cl axis ~the z axis!. Although in the
full dimensional treatment this is not an exact quantum num-
ber, it was checked that the parity of V is a good quantum
number and that Eq. ~3.18! holds for all the calculated full
dimensional states. V correlates with K, the projection of J
onto the body-fixed z axis in the rigid rotor model ~we as-
sume that a similar correlation holds for an optimized Eckart
frame!. The asymmetric top wave functions which are even
~odd! under the C2
z rotation are built as linear combinations
of even ~odd! free-rotor functions having even ~odd! K.
Therefore, we can write
k5~21 !nC2
z
, ~3.19!
which gives the symmetry under He–He exchange of an
asymmetric top state, depending on the parity of the accom-
panying He–He vibrational state. It can be seen that all par-
ity labels of Tables IV–VII obey Eq. ~3.19!. This is the
needed ‘‘recipe’’ for spectrum simulations for this type of
cluster: the parity of the He–He vibrational state has to be
examined in addition to the parity of the rigid rotor states,
since the helium atoms can ~and do! exchange by vibration
~it can be seen from Fig. 6 that combining 2f2→2p
22f2 with a C2
z rotation is equivalent to He exchange, and
we have seen in Figs. 3 to 5 that the He–He bending levels
have a definite parity with respect to the f2→p2f2 op-
eration since the bending wave function has a non-negligible
amplitude in the region of the barrier!.
Table IX summarizes the set of allowed rigid rotor tran-
sitions ~those involving states symmetric under He ex-
change! within the present model, together with the associ-
ated permutation-inversion labels and transition statistical
weights.
TABLE IX. Allowed transitions between asymmetric top ~RR! states for
He2Cl2(B ,v ,n)←(X ,v9,n9). Bx and By levels are forbidden for n5even,
and Bz ,A levels for n5odd, due to the spin statistics of He nuclei. The
correspondence with the permutation-inversion labels is also given, as well
as the statistical weight ~3 or 5 for symmetric and antisymmetric states
under Cl exchange, respectively!.
B←X
n←n9
RR
transition (e ,h ,k)←(e9,h9,k9)
Statistical
weight
even←even Bz←A (2 2 1)←(1 1 1) 3
A←Bz (1 1 1)←(2 2 1) 5
odd←odd By←Bx (1 2 1)←(2 1 1) 3
Bx←By (2 1 1)←(1 2 1) 5ject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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 This aD. Model simulations of experimental spectra:
He2Cl2B,v˜8 – 13]X,v9˜0
In this section, we apply the He–He vibration–rigid ro-
tor model to the simulation of excitation spectra of He2Cl2
for different final dihalogen vibrational states. The procedure
involves considering the transitions (B ,v ,n50)←(X ,v9,n9
50) and (B ,v ,n51)←(X ,v9,n951) using asymmetric top
wave functions, and taking into account the selection rules of
Table IX. Each electronic and vibrational state is character-
ized by a set of fitted rotational constants, obtained from
assumed molecular geometries as follows. Bond lengths and
angles determining molecular geometries are used as fitting
parameters. We assume that the He atoms lie in a plane
perpendicular to the Cl2 axis and that the He–Cl2 distance is
the same for both He atoms. The geometrical parameters are:
the Cl2 internuclear distance, rX ,B , the He–Cl2 bond length,
RX ,B(n), and the He–Cl2–He bond angle, 2fX ,B(n). The
Cl2 internuclear distance is obtained from the Cl2 rotational
constant in the corresponding vibronic state: r
5\/(2mBv)1/2. Another parameter gives the band origin for
transitions between n51 states, determined by the difference
of bending frequencies in the B and X states (wB2wX). Ad-
ditional parameters are the spectral shift ~the band origin
with respect to the Cl2 band!, the cluster temperature, and the
homogeneous and laser linewidths. Because the two contri-
butions to the linewidth are highly correlated, we have first
determined the laser linewidth from simulations of the cor-
responding Cl2(B ,vB)←(X ,vX) band, which is then used as
a fixed parameter in the analysis of the He2Cl2 band.
In Fig. 8 we present a comparison between spectrum
simulations and experiment for the parity-selected transition
(B ,v58,h51)←(X ,v950,h952). Details on the experi-
mental technique and measurement conditions are reported
FIG. 8. Experimental spectrum ~dashed lines! for the parity selected transi-
tion @(B ,v58,h51)←(X ,v950,h952) compared with model simula-
tion ~solid lines!. Intensity is in arbitrary units and photon frequency is given
in cm21. Experimental data are from Ref. 12. See the text for details on the
model simulation. Individual transitions are drawn as sticks ~solid and
dashed lines correspond to n50←n950 and n51←n951 transitions, re-
spectively.rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
161.111.22.69 On: Wed, in Ref. 12. The bond lengths used in the calculation are
RX(0)53.65 Å, RX(1)53.75 Å, RB(0)5RB(1)53.85 Å,
and the angles are fX(0)5fB(0)564°, fX(1)5fB(1)
545° ~note that the bond angles are 2fX,2fB). These val-
ues were obtained from slight variations around those that
optimally reproduce the effective rotational constants of
Table VIII. In the same way, the n51 band origin was re-
adjusted from the theoretical one of wB2wX520.05 cm21
to 20.11 cm21 in order to improve the agreement with the
measured spectrum. Although we have not attempted to per-
form an exhaustive analysis, we have found that the band
shape is quite sensitive to moderate variations of the geo-
metrical parameters but less sensitive to slight variations.
Regrettably, the homogeneous linewidth could not be ob-
tained as it is much smaller than the laser linewidth for this
Cl2 vibrational state. Owing to the simplicity of the model, it
can be said that a satisfactory agreement with experiment is
attained, as the positions and intensities of most of the re-
solved peaks are successfully reproduced.
The next step is to apply the present method to extract
information for He2Cl2(B) in different Cl2 vibrational states,
v510– 13, for which no full dimensional calculations have
been carried out. For these vibrational levels, the homoge-
neous linewidth is large enough so that reliable values can be
obtained. On the other hand, the spectra become less ~rota-
tionally! resolved due to the increasing magnitude of the
natural linewidth. In addition, the v510– 13 spectra were
not parity selected, and were recorded with a lower laser
resolution than the parity-selected spectrum of v58. Thus, it
is not possible to extract structural information for the higher
v levels. For this reason, we keep the same values of the
geometrical parameters used for v58, except for rB , which
is varied according to the corresponding Cl2 rotational con-
stant. In Fig. 9 we present a comparison between measure-
ments and model simulations for v510– 13. It is seen that
the band shapes are in good agreement. The right-hand
~blue! tails, which are the regions most sensitive to the ho-
mogeneous linewidth, are very well reproduced. Values for
the linewidths are given in Table X. Since the laser linewidth
is about 0.2 cm21, a reasonable estimate for the accuracy of
the homogeneous linewidth determination is 0.05 cm21.
Therefore, the value extracted for v510 is only approxi-
mate. The spectral shifts obtained are, to within 60.1 cm21,
twice those of HeCl2.37,38 This result is in accordance with
the theoretical prediction that He2Cl2 dissociation energy is
roughly twice the HeCl2 one.
Insight into cluster fragmentation processes can be ob-
tained from the homogeneous linewidth. If bond breaking
occurs mainly sequentially @Eq. ~1.1!# and the departure of
one He atom is unaffected by couplings with the other He
atom, it is expected that the homogeneous width will be
about twice that of HeCl2 ~as the initial parent molecule! for
the same v , G(He2Cl2(B ,v))’2G(HeCl2(B ,v)).39 The
He2Cl2 widths obtained by fits to the observed spectra are
presented in Table X, together with 2G(HeCl2(B ,v)) ~taken
from Ref. 37!. It is found that the widths G(He2Cl2(vB)) are
always slightly larger than 2G~HeCl2!, although the differ-
ences are within experimental error. The small increase in
the dissociation rate over the simple sequential estimateject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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both He atoms in addition to the sequential process. This
interpretation is supported by the experimental observation
of v21 population, also found ~4%! in reduced-dimensional
FIG. 9. Non-parity-selected spectra @(B ,v)←(X ,v950) for v510– 13. Ex-
perimental data and model simulations are shown in dashed and solid lines,
respectively. Intensity is in arbitrary units and photon frequency is given in
cm21. The blue tails of the spectra are very well reproduced by the model,
so reliable homogeneous linewidths can be estimated. See the text for more
details.rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
161.111.22.69 On: Wed, dynamical calculations by Le Que´re´ and Gray40 on the same
system. Another possibility is that, within the sequential pro-
cess, the departure of the first He atom is accelerated by
~direct or mediated by Cl2) couplings with the second He
atom. This was the interpretation given by Schatz et al.41
from quasiclassical trajectory simulations of Ne2I2 fragmen-
tation. Experiments in the time domain providing rates for
the different final Cl2 vibrational channels and for the
He–Cl2 intermediate would be very useful in the understand-
ing of the detailed fragmentation mechanism of the cluster.42
Some published theoretical results are also shown in
Table X: the rates obtained by Le Que´re´ and Gray in reduced
dimension quantum-mechanical calculations40 and the v
513 rate from full dimensional quasiclassical trajectory
~QCT! calculations.21 The theoretical simulations were per-
formed using potential energy surfaces whose triatomic
HeCl2 part does not reproduce perfectly well the observed
HeCl2 rates. Therefore, the differences between calculated
and experimentally measured He2Cl2 widths can be first ex-
plained by the use of a insufficiently accurate potential en-
ergy surface. In addition, we think that the large values of the
Le Que´re´ and Gray’s rates are also due to the neglect of the
zero-point energy of the He–Cl2 bending motion, which is
frozen in the model. Campos Martı´nez et al.,43 in their the-
oretical study of Ne2I2, have shown that including a simple
energy correction in the reduced dimension model makes the
widths substantially smaller.
IV. CONCLUSION
Full dimensional quantum-mechanical calculations on
the rovibrational structure of the He2Cl2 cluster have been
performed. The lowest energy levels correspond to the
ground and excited states in the bending mode associated to
the angle formed between the two He–~center of mass of
Cl2) bonds. Except for the distribution in the azimuthal
angles, the wave function probability distributions are iden-
tical to those of the triatomic complex HeCl2 in the same
electronic and vibrational state. Although there is an exten-
sive delocalization of the He atoms around a ring perpen-
dicular to Cl2, the averaged cluster geometry for the ground
state is planar with He atoms at opposite ends of a straight
line perpendicular to the Cl2 axis. A reduced dimension
model for the He–He bending provides very good approxi-
mate energy levels and gives insight into the cluster struc-
ture. The effective potential for He2 within the cluster yields
TABLE X. He2Cl2 homogeneous linewidths as obtained from model simu-
lations of excitation spectra (B ,v)←(X ,v9), v510– 13. For the sake of
comparison, the HeCl2 widths multiplied by two are shown for the same
vibrational states. Theoretical results from reduced dimension quantum-
mechanical ~RDQ! calculations ~Ref. 40! and quasiclassical trajectories
~QCT! ~Ref. 21! are also given.
v510 v511 v512 v513
He2Cl2 ~this work! 0.10 0.13 0.21 0.48
23HeCl2 ~Ref. 37! 0.06 0.11 0.20 0.43
RDQ ~Ref. 40! 0.24 0.33 0.45 0.60
QCT ~Ref. 21! 0.31ject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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sitions of the He atoms, de and 2p2de , the latter being
related to the former by exchanging the helium atoms. Due
to the very small interaction between the He atoms and due
to their light masses, the ground-state level is above the bar-
rier separating the two wells. Thus, the maximum of the
ground-state wave function corresponds to a He–He angle of
180°, in accordance with the full dimensional averaged ge-
ometry. This situation does not occur for other systems that
might be thought to behave similarly to He2Cl2. For instance,
in clusters with Ne atoms, the Ne–Ne interaction is stronger,
which makes the barrier at the collinear Ne–~Cl2!–Ne con-
figuration higher. Also, the zero-point energy is much
smaller than the Ne–Ne well depth. Thus, the ground ~sym-
metric! and first excited ~antisymmetric! states are nearly de-
generate and their wave functions are localized near the equi-
librium positions. Thus, either the symmetric or the
antisymmetric bending state can be combined with a given
rigid rotor state in order to build a symmetric state under
Ne–Ne exchange, and the fitting of the excitation spectra by
means of a rigid rotor model can be carried out in the stan-
dard way. Thus, the effect of spin statistics is much more
dramatic for He2Cl2 than it is for Ne2Cl2.
The rotationally excited energy levels for low J are suc-
cessfully reproduced by means of a simple rigid rotor model
where the rotational constants are chosen to reproduce the
J51 energy levels. The success of this rigid structural model
is surprising in view of the very large amplitude motions of
the cluster. This remarkable property of the rigid rotor
Hamiltonian was noted by Nesbitt and Naaman,44 and is due
to the fact that only low rotational levels are populated in the
experiment. The cluster geometry which effectively repro-
duces the rotationally excited levels differs from the aver-
aged cluster geometry in that the He–He bending angle is
smaller ~’130°!. Structural information obtained from
analysis of rotationally excited levels does not match the
averaged cluster geometry. Using vibrationally averaged ro-
tational constants, the same rigid rotor model provides only
semiquantitative agreement with the full dimensional energy
levels. We believe that this is due to the use of a molecular
frame where the separation between rotation and vibration is
not optimized. However, even in this nonoptimized body-
fixed frame, the correlation between the rigid rotor rotations
and the permutation-inversion operations can be established.
A consequence of this analysis is that the rigid rotor model
alone cannot predict the symmetry of the wave functions
under permutation-inversion operations. However, the re-
duced dimension model for the He–He bending provides the
relationship between the He permutation symmetry and the
rotational and vibrational quantum numbers. With the aid of
this model we have been able to provide correct permutation-
inversion labels for the rigid rotor states and, hence, statisti-
cal weights for asymmetric top transitions. Taking into ac-
count these considerations, it is shown that the observed
He2Cl2 excitation spectra can be well simulated by means of
rigid structural models.
This model allows us to extract homogeneous linewidths
from the spectra of the (B ,v510– 13) levels of He2Cl2. The
analysis suggests that the fragmentation mechanism isrticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
161.111.22.69 On: Wed, mainly sequential, but that the departure of the first He atom
is accelerated either by collisions with the remaining rare gas
atom or due to a competing fragmentation channel, such as a
direct three-body fragmentation process.
Theoretical studies on rare gas–halogen clusters consist-
ing of accurate quantum-mechanical calculations together
with developments of simple models prove to be a very fruit-
ful way for the understanding of these systems. Such models
may be extended to the study of clusters containing more
rare gas atoms. Quantum Monte Carlo calculations by Mc-
Mahon and Whaley18 and, more recently, by Lewerenz19 ~us-
ing different interaction potentials!, show that in the ground-
state structure of HenCl2 the He atoms are delocalized
roughly in the equatorial ring about the diatomic, for n,7.
Therefore, a generalization of the model presented here for n
He atoms (n,7) should provide interesting insight into the
structure of the ground- and low-lying excited states of those
systems. In addition, the rotational structure as a function of
n could be analyzed and relationships with recent studies of
the HenSF67–9 and HenOCS10 small clusters could be estab-
lished. Work in this direction is in progress.
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